
Comment on Candidates’ Performance 

2019 HKDSE Biology 

Paper 2 Sections B & D 



• In general: Poor 

Q.2(a) 



•Poor 

•Only a small number of candidates 
gave the processes of primary 
treatment in sewage treatment plants 

•Some wrongly included chemical 
treatments in their answers 

Q.2(a)(i) 



•Poor 

•Not aware that air was pumped into the 
sewage to speed up decomposition 

Q.2(a)(ii)(1) 



•Failed to provide a full explanation or 
relevant explanation 

 

 

 

•Description of data only 

Q.2(a)(ii)(1) 



•Gave description on nitrogen cycle 

•Mixed up decomposition, nitrogen 
fixing bacteria and nitrifying bacteria 

Q.2(a)(ii)(1) 



•Concepts not clear (decompose 
sewage into organic nitrogen) 

Q.2(a)(ii)(1) 



•Wrong concept / Did not study the 
question carefully 

Q.2(a)(ii)(1) 



•Satisfactory 

•Some did not refer to the data 

•Some wrongly refer to cell structures 
or bacteria instead of biomolecules 

Q.2(a)(ii)(2) 



•Very poor 

•Many gave vague answers without 
any elaboration, e.g. lower cost 

Q.2(a)(iii) 



• In general: Poor 

Q.2(b) 



•Satisfactory 

•Some gave answers related to heavy 
metal pollution (not allowed by the 
question) 

 

 

Q.2(b)(i) 



•Poor 

•Did not aware that the addition of 
fertilizer would increase both the dry 
mass of species B and the 
concentration of heavy metal X in their 
roots, which make more heavy metal X 
accumulated in the roots of species B 

Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 



Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 
 greater increase in dry mass than A 

when fertiliser was added 

   



Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 

 

 higher conc. of heavy metal X in roots 

(with or without fertiliser) 



Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 

 

 increase in conc. of heavy metal X in 

roots of B when fertiliser was added 



•Many candidates ignored the 
requirement on providing evidence to 
support why species B is more suitable for 
removing heavy metal X 

•Drew simple conclusion like “species B 
grew faster” or “the root of species B 
absorbed more heavy metal X”, without 
referring to the graphs provided 

Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 



•No comparison made 

 

 

•Description of data only 

Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 



•Description of data only 

Q.2(b)(ii)(1) 



•Satisfactory 

•Failed to establish clearly the reason for 
their choices 

Q.2(b)(ii)(2) 



• If the reason did not mention about the 
root/shoot  No mark on the choice 

Q.2(b)(ii)(2) 



•Very poor 

•Answers were not relevant to the aim of 
the study (testing the suitability to 
restore an abandoned mining site) 

 

Q.2(b)(ii)(3) 



•Many thought that native plant species 
grew or reproduced faster than foreign 
plant species, which is not necessarily 
true 

 

Q.2(b)(ii)(3) 



• In general: Fair 

Q.4(a) 



•Poor 

•Many did not give any deductions 

Q.4(a)(i) 



•Fair 

•Only some explained how the different 
lengths of DNA fragments were produced 

•Some simply stated that the VNTR was 
different in different persons without 
referring to the number of repeats 

Q.4(a)(ii) 



•Good 

•Some wrongly thought that  

•there was mitochondrial DNA in red 
blood cells 

•there were immature red blood cells 
in the blood stain 

•DNA lies freely in the cytoplasm of 
red blood cells 

Q.4(a)(iii)(1) 



•Some wrongly thought that  

•plasma protein contains DNA 

 

 

 

•Some gave incomplete explanation 

Q.4(a)(iii)(1) 



•Poor 

•Many did not aware that there were 
a large number of sperms in semen 

The chromosomes obtained would 
be the sum of all the chromosome 
available, i.e. same as diploid cells 

•Some mixed up “sperm” and “semen” 

 

Q.4(a)(iii)(2) 



• In general: Poor 

Q.4(a) 



•Poor 

•Many did not aware that the PCR 
product was a double-stranded DNA 
fragment with a primer on each DNA 
strands but at different ends 

Q.4(b)(ii) 



•Very poor 

•Did not aware that the chance of 
annealing to a wrong position would 
be increased as the combinations of 
the base sequence would be limited 
for shorter primers 

Q.4(b)(iii) 



•Some simply stated that the PCR 
product was shorter when a short 
primer was used 

Q.4(b)(iii) 



•Fair 

•Only some mentioned the 
recombinant plasmid 

Q.4(b)(iv) 



•Poor 

•Many did not refer to the functions of 
the root 

Q.4(b)(v) 



•Some thought that the transgenic 
and non-transgenic crops would be 
grown together, and the transgenic 
crops would out-compete the 
transgenic ones 

Q.4(b)(v) 



•Some thought that the transgenic 
crops can preserve desirable 
characters / can become immune to 
the insects 

Q.4(b)(v) 




